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Analytical aptitude test questions and answers

Many employers rely on pre-employment aptitude tests to help them compare applicants and quickly identify the strongest applicants. These tests provide a unified way to evaluate key skills such as technical knowledge, literacy, and reasoning skills. For example, if you apply for a job based on communication skills, you
can take a language comprehension test where you must choose the most appropriate word for a sentence or synonym or antonym. If you work in a highly technical field such as engineering, mathematics, or science, employers can perform aptitude tests to assess how well you understand these principles and apply
those principles in a workplace environment. For a computer programming job, employers can ask you for basic programming codes or ask you to write a code for a specific purpose. For a job that handles co-payment, such as.B as a bank employee, they can ask you to complete numerical and word problems that cover
addition and percentages. Instead of evaluating specific knowledge, some employers prefer to evaluate the candidates' general reasoning and logic skills. This type of aptitude test can contain questions that list a series of numbers or words and ask the test participant to choose which word or number to come next in the
sequence. Or you come across a question where you need to get two true statements and use considerations to determine whether a third statement is true based on the information provided in the first two. Some employers want candidates who can think independently and develop creative solutions to challenging
problems. You can use an aptitude test to assess how well you process and evaluate information, and how imaginative you are when you find ways to address dilemmas. For example.B, a test question can describe a scenario in which you have to deal with an irate customer or work with a colleague you disagree with.
You would then be asked how you would approach the problem. Another scenario might focus on a situation where you have limited time or resources to achieve a goal and ask what you're doing. For many workplaces, strong language and communication skills are essential for success. When you apply for a writing or
editing position, the employer can ask you to perform a spelling test, edit a sample piece, or complete a timed writing test. You can also rate your reading comprehension. You can, for example.B an instruction paragraph that how to change a tire or operate a device. You would then answer a number of questions that
understand the information provided as proof of you, and you could apply what you are reading. I get a surprising number of questions that either (1) I can't answer without knowing much more details than the reader offers, (2) the reader can answer as easily as possible, or (3) involves asking SmarterTravel.com to do
something we don't do. The following are answers to frequently asked questions. Reading the answers You ask one of these questions will save you time and help you find the answer on your own. Where should we go? I need a 600-page book or an all-day discussion to answer this question in some useful way. To be
help at all, I would first need to know a few things about you: what kind of family or group you have, what your interests are, how much time you have, what your budget goals or restrictions are, whether you want luxury or simplicity, whether you prefer bright lights or loneliness, what kind of activities you are interested in,
what kind of climate you prefer, whether your grandchildren or your dog go with you, and on, and on. Surprisingly, some readers who ask where to go don't even say where they live and will begin their journey. Sorry, folks, the only way I can help is when you submit questions that are much more specific. If you are
completely unsure of what you want to do, my best recommendations are that you (1) read many travel publications, (2) sign up on many destination websites and (3) find a good travel agency that is competent in dealing with issues like these. When should we visit? As with the Where question, the best time to visit
depends on how you define the best time: lowest prices, minimum crowds, widest range of activities, warmest/coldest/driest/wet climate, and up and down. From a cost perspective, the answer is almost always in the off-season, but that may not be what you really want. What is the fare? I probably get this more than any
other, and it's a bit of a surprise. If you get as far as AskEd &amp; AnswerEd, you're obviously already on SmarterTravel.com. And right there, on our bright new homepage, top right, is our own fare search gateway: you can search for airfare, hotel, car rental, holiday and cruise prices. If you don't like our search system,
there are dozens of others. Don't think we have secret ways to get to airfares that aren't available to you; We don't. We need to go through the same type of searches that you do. If you're asking for a trip that the usual US-based search engines don't handle, ETN is a good place to try it out, where you can submit a trip
anywhere in the world and let ticket agents respond with their best deals. And if you start your trip in another country, it is best to find a local travel agency, online or offline, in this country. Can you arrange my trip/sell me a ticket? No. SmarterTravel.com does not organize trips or sell tickets. All tickets. If you are only
looking for schedule information, scroll up to the top right to travel tools, where one of the options in the Flight schedules. Other options include a hotel finder and links to vendors who sell all kinds of trips. What are the requirements? Quite a few readers ask about different requirements and restrictions, especially on air
traffic, but also on travel documents. You could answer almost all of these questions by simply googling the question. Googling. are places where you can search for some of your most common questions: Airline baggage limits: Each airline announces its baggage policies online. Simply log in to the airline's website and
search for a link to luggage. If it doesn't appear in a drop-down menu, go to Site Search or Sitemap. (By the way, if you are looking, the official term is baggage, not luggage. Luggage is what you buy in a store; If you put your stuff in and take them on a trip, it becomes your luggage.) Permitted items in carry-on baggage:
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) keeps a list of do's and don'ts for carry-on bags. Passport and Visa Requirements: On the State Department's travel information website, you'll find a button for information about U.S. citizens' travel abroad and another for detailed passport information. The information
button leads to detailed lists of visa requirements for entry to any country in the world. Is it safe to visit? No one can answer whether you will be safe in a foreign country – or anywhere in the US, in terms of that. However, the US State Department is creating an extensive database of countries around the world, including
warnings about places to avoid and more general information about what visitors can expect. Click Travel Alerts on the State Department travel page for information on hotspots and consular fact sheets for other locations. Where should I complain? Most travel providers list an address for complaints or at least a contact
address somewhere on their website. You can easily find them. And you can forget to make a big fuss by sending a registered, return letter or an express mail to the CEO – it will end up in the same complaints office. The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) makes it even easier to express your airline complaints.
The website lists the current name, snail mail address, telephone, and email address for complaint offices of all major U.S. airlines. If you wish, you can file a complaint with the DOT. And the DOT also provides extensive information about the rights you have and don't have as an air passenger. The most frequently
asked automation test interview questions for beginners and advanced:Test automation plays a very important role in the entire software lifecycle. If we usually want to prepare for an interview with automation tests, we only focus on tool-specific questions. However, we should also take into account the fact that the
learning and knowledge of the tool is only an average and not the ultimate goal. So if we look for an automation tester interview we need to take automation as a whole into account and focus on the framework and the steps involved. We all know that software testing is a very important part of software development. But
with fast-growing software development methods and environments, it becomes difficult to manually test everything for an application within a limited time, along with cost constraints. So So Tests on the market are growing rapidly to accelerate the pace of development. This tutorial contains top interview questions about
automation testing. I have tried to cite the short and quick questions, which are very specific to automation as a whole and are not specific to any tool. Top 39 Questions about Automation TestingWe have covered basic questions about test automation as well as some advanced questions for candidates at the middle to
expert level with up to 2 to 5 years of experience. Q #1) What is automation? Answer: Automation is every action that can reduce human effort. Q #2) What is automation test? Answer: The process of using specialized software tools or scripts to perform test tasks such as entering data, performing the test steps, and
comparing the results, and so on, is called automation tests. Q #3) What can you automate? Answer:RegressiontestsuiteSmoke / Sanity test suitebuild deploymentTest data creationAutomating behind the GUI like testing of APIs and methods. Q #4) When does automation testing make sense? Answer: Automation
testing is useful in the following scenarios:a) Regression tests: In the event of a troubleshooting or a new module implementation, we must ensure that the functionality that has already been implemented or remains unchanged is not affected. In this case, we run the regression test case several times. For example, after
each change request or troubleshooting, after each iteration for incremental development approach, and .b) Non-functional testing: Testing the non-functional aspects of an application. For example, load tests or performance tests, etc., are very difficult for humans to track and analyze.c) Complex calculation checks or
test scenarios that are prone to human error.d) Repeat the same tests: Sometimes we need to run the same test case for a different set of data or after each build version or on multiple hardware, software, or combination components. Automating test cases in the above scenarios helps to achieve the speed of testing
and minimize human error. Q #5) How do you identify the test cases that are suitable for automation? Answer: Identifying suitable test cases for automation is the most important step to automation. Q #6) Can you achieve 100% automation? Answer: 100% automation would be difficult to achieve because there are many
edge test cases and some cases that are rarely executed. Automating these non-executed cases that often add value to the automated suite. Q #7) How do you decide the tool to use for automation testing in your projects? Answer: To use the tool for identify in your project:a) Understand your project requirements
thoroughly and identify the test scenarios you want to automate.b) Search for the list of tools that support your project's needs.c) Identify your budget for the automation tool. Choose the tools in your budget.d) Identify whether you already have qualified qualified for the tools. If you do not have the necessary qualified
resources, identify the cost of training existing resources or setting new resources.e) Now compare each tool by key criteria such as:How easy is it to develop and maintain the scripts for the tool? Can a non-technical person perform the test cases with little training? Does the tool support different types of platforms, such
as web, mobile, desktop, etc., based on your project needs? Does the tool have test reporting functionality? If not, is it easy to configure for the tool? How does the cross-browser support tool work for web-based applications? How many different test types can this tool support? How many languages does the tool
support?f) After comparing the tools, select the tool that is within your budget and support your project needs and provide you with additional benefits based on the key criteria above. Q #8) Currently I don't have automation in my project, but now I want to implement automation, what would be my steps? Answer:First
identify what kind of test/test cases you want to automate. Identify the toolDesign the frameworkCreate Utility files and environment files. Start scriptingIdentify and work on reporting. Allocate time to improve and maintain scripts. The steps required to perform automation testing on a project include:Understand the pros
and cons of automation testing and identify the test scenarios that are appropriate for automation. Select the automation tool that is best suited to automate the identified scenariosFind the tool expert who can help you set up the tool and the environment needed to run the test cases with the tool. Train the team so that
they can write scripts in the programming language that the tool supports. Create the test framework or identify the existing framework that meets your needs. Write an execution plan for operating systems, browsers, mobile devices, etc. Write programming scripts for manual test cases to turn into automated test cases.
Report the test case status using the tool's reporting feature. Manage the scripts for ongoing changes or new features. Q #9) How do you decide which tool to use? Answer: Completing which tool is best for the project requires a lot of brainstorming and discussion. Q #10) Once you identify the tool, what would be your
next steps? Answer: As soon as we tool, our next step would be to design the framework. Q #11) What is a framework? Answer: A framework is a set of the structure of the entire automation suite. It is also a directive which, if followed, can lead to a structure that is easy to maintain and improve. These guidelines



include:Coding standardsHandling the test dataMaintaining and handling the elements (object repository in QTP)Handling of environment files and properties fileReporting of dataHandling logsQ #12) What are the attributes of a good framework? Answer: The Properties Properties The framework should be able to be
adapted to change. Testers should be able to modify the scripts according to the environment or credential. Reusable: The commonly used methods or utilities should be written in a common file that all scripts can access. Consistent: The suite should be written in a consistent format by following all accepted coding
practices. Independent: The scripts should be written in such a way that they are independent of each other. If a test fails, it should not hold back the remaining test cases (unless it is a login page)Logger: It is good to have implemented the logging function in the framework. This would help in the event that our scripts run
for longer hours (e.g. in night mode.B), if the script fails at any time, the log file will help us to detect the location along with the error type. Reporting: It is good that the reporting feature is automatically embedded in the framework. Once the scripting is complete, we can have the results and reports sent by e-mail.
Integration: Automation Framework should be such that it can be easily integrated into other applications such as continuous integration or triggering the automated script once the build is deployed. Q #13) Can you do without a framework? Answer: Frameworks are guidelines, not binding rules, so we can do without a
framework, but if we create it and follow it, the improvement and maintenance would be easy to implement. Q #14) What different types of automation tool do you know? Answer: Open source tool like Selenium, JMeter, etc. Paid tools such as QTP, Load Runner, Ranorex, RFT and Rational Robot.Q #15) What is the
general structure of a framework? Answer: Normally, the structure should have — (It would be different from project to project) A src (source) folder with the actual test scripts. Alib (library) folder with all libraries and common methods. A class folder with the entire class file (in the case of Java). A log folder containing the
log files. A file/folder with all Web item IDs.A files that contains the URL, environment, and credentials. Q #16) Where will you manage information such as URL, login, password? Answer: This information should always be stored in a separate file. Q #17) Why do you want to store this type of information in a separate file
and not directly in your code? Answer: URL, login, and passwords are the type of fields that are used very frequently and change according to the environment and authorization. If we hardcode it into our code, we need to change it in any file that has its reference. If there are more than Files there, then it will be very
difficult to change all 100 files and this in turn can lead to errors. This type of information is managed in a separate file, making updating easy. Q #18) What are the different types of frameworks? Answer: Keyword-driven frameworkData-Driven frameworkHybrid FrameworkLinear FrameworkLinear #19) Can you see some
good coding practices during automation? Answer: Some of the good coding practices include:adding appropriate comments. Identify the reusable methods and write them to a separate file. Follow the language-specific coding conventions. Manage the test data in a separate file. Run your scripts regularly. Q #20) Any
type of test you think shouldn't be automated? Answer:Tests that are rarely run. Explorative testingUsability testingTest, which runs quickly when performed manually. Q #21) Do you think that tests can only be performed at the UI level? Answer: If we move into Agile mode today, testing is not limited to the UI level. Early
feedback is imperial for an agile project. If we focus only on the UI layer, we'll actually wait for the UI to be developed and available for testing. Instead, we can test before the user interface is actually developed. We can test the APIs or methods directly by using tools like cucumber and FitNesse.In in this way, we give the
feedback much early and test before the user interface is developed. If we take this approach, we can only test the GUI aspect of small cosmetic changes or some validations in the user interface and help developers by giving them more time to fix the bugs. Q #22) How do you choose which automation tool is best for
you? Answer: The choice of automation tool depends on several factors, such as: the scope of the application that we want to automate. administrative burden such as costs and budget. Time to learn and implement the tool. Type of support available for the tool. Restriction of toolQ #23) What do you think keeps the
testers behind to make automation? Is there a way to overcome them? Answer: The biggest hurdle for testers is to learn programming/programming if they want to automate. Since the testers do not program, adapting to the encoding is a challenge for testers. We can overcome it by working with developers on
automation. Considering that automation is the responsibility of the entire team, not just the tester. Give a dedicated time and focus on automation. Get appropriate management support. You can save these questions about automation tests as pdf and print them to read more. Q #24) What is an automation test
framework? Answer: A framework is generally a set of guidelines. A set of policies, assumptions, concepts, and coding practices to create a in which the tests are automated is called the automation test framework. An automation test framework is responsible for creating a test tree with a mechanism to connect to the
application being tested, to take input from a file, to run the test cases, and to generate the reports for test execution. An automation test framework should be independent of the application and be easy to use, modify, or extend. Q #25) What are the important modules of an automation test framework? Answer: Key
modules of an automation test framework are:Test Assertion Tool: Tool: Tool provides assertion instructions for testing the expected values in the application being tested. For example. TestNG, Junit, etc. Data setup: Each test case must take the user data either from the database or from a file or embedded in the test
script. The Frameworks data engine should take over the data collection for test scripts and the global variables. Build management tool: Framework must be created and deployed to use test scripts. Continuous Integration Tool: Continuous Integration and Continuous Development (CICD) requires a continuous
integration tool to integrate and deploy the changes made to each iteration in the framework. Reporting tool: A reporting tool is required to generate a readable report after the test cases have been run to get a better view of the steps, results, and errors. Logging tool: The logging tool in the framework helps you better
debug errors and errors. Q #26) Explain some automation testing tools. Answer: Some of the famous automation testing tools are explained below:i) Selenium: Selenium is a test framework for Web application automation testing. It supports multiple browsers and is OS independent. Selenium also supports various
programming languages, such as Java, C, PHP, Ruby and Perl etc. Selenium is an open source set of libraries that can be used to develop additional test frameworks or test scripts for testing web-based applications. (ii) UFT: Unified Functional Testing is a licensed functional testing tool. It offers a wide range of features
such as APIs, web services, etc. and also supports multiple platforms such as desktops, web and mobile devices. UFT scripts are written in visual scripting language. (iii) Appium: Appium is an open source tool for testing mobile applications. It is used to automate testing for cross-platform, native, hybrid, and web-based
mobile applications. Appium automates any mobile application from any language with full access to APIs and DBs from the test code. Appium is based on the client-server architecture and has evolved from selenium. (iv) Cucumber: Cucumber is a behavioral development tool for open source. It is used for web-based
application automation testing and supports languages such as Ruby, Java, scala, groovy, etc. Cucumber reads executable specification written in plain text and tests the application to test for these specifications. For cucumber to understand the scenarios in plain text, we need to follow some basic syntax rules known
as Gherkin. (v) TestComplete: TestComplete is a licensed automated UI testing tool to test the application on various platforms such as desktops, web, mobile, etc. It offers flexibility to in a browser and run in multiple browsers, and thus supports cross-browser testing. TestComplete has a built-in object recognition
algorithm that uniquely identifies an object and stores it in the repository. Q #27) What are the different types of test framework techniques? Answer: Answer: are four types of automation test framework techniques. They are:(i) Modular testing Framework: This framework is based on the concept of abstraction. In this
framework, the tester creates scripts for each module of the application being tested individually, and then these scripts are combined in hierarchical order to create large test cases. It creates an abstraction layer between the modules so that changes in test scripts for one module do not affect other modules. Benefits of
this framework: Easier maintenance and scalability of test cases. Creating test cases using modules that have already been scripted is easier and faster. Disadvantages:In test cases, data is embedded. Therefore, running the same test script with different data is a big script-level change. (ii) Data-driven test
framework:In the data-driven test framework, the input data and expected output data that corresponds to the input data are stored in a file or database, and the automated script performs the same set of test steps on multiple records. With this framework, we can run multiple test cases where only the input data differs
and the execution steps are the same. Benefits:Reduces the number of test scripts that need to be run. We run the same script multiple times with different data. Less coding for automation testing. Greater flexibility in maintaining and fixing errors or improving functionality. Test data can be created before the automated
test system is ready. Cons: Only similar test cases with the same set of execution steps can be combined for multiple records. The different execution steps require a different test case. (iii) Keyword-Driven Testing Framework:It is an application-independent test framework that uses data tables and self-explanatory
keywords. Keywords explain the actions to be taken on the application being tested, and the data table provides the input and expected output data. Keyword-based tests are an increment of data-driven testing. Benefits:Less encoding and the same script can be used for multiple records. Automation expertise is not
required to create a test case with the already existing keywords for actions. The same keywords can be used in multiple test cases. Disadvantages:This framework is more complicated because it has to take care of keyword actions and data entry. Test cases become longer and more complex, which affects the
Serbargability of them. (iv) Hybrid Testing Framework:This framework is a combination of all of the above test frameworks (modular, data-driven, and keyword-driven). In this framework, Test cases developed from modular scripts by combining them in the modular test framework. Each test case uses a driver script that
uses a data file, as in the data-driven framework, and a keyword-based action file. Pros: Modular and easy to maintain. Less coding can care more test cases. A test case test case run with multiple records. Cons:Complex to read, maintain and improve. Q #28) When do you prefer manual testing over automation tests?
Answer: We prefer manual testing over automation testing in the following cases:The project is short-lived and writing scripts will be time-consuming and costly compared to manual testing. Flexibility is required. Automated test cases are programmed and executed in a specific way of configuration. Usability tests must be
performed. Applications/module is newly developed and has no previous test cases. Ad hoc or exploratory tests must be carried out. Q #29) Is automation testing useful in agile methodology or not? Answer: Automation tests are useful for regression, smoke, or madness testing. All these types of tests in the traditional
waterfall model take place at the end of the cycle, and sometimes, if there aren't many improvements to the application, we may not even need to perform regression tests. While in the agile methodology, each iteration requires the regression test case to be executed when some new functions are added. In addition, the
regression suite continues to grow even after each sprint, as the functional test cases of the current sprint module must be added to the regression suite for the next sprint. Therefore, automation testing in agile methodology is very useful and helps to achieve maximum test coverage in less time of the sprint. Q #30)
Name some of the pros and cons of automation testing. Answer:Benefits: Less PersonalReusabilityMore test coverage in less timeReliabilityParallel execution of test casesFastdisadvantages: Development and maintenance time is greater. Tool CostSkilled resources are required. Environment SetupTest Script
Debugging is a problem. Q #31) Name some of the pros and cons of manual testing. Answer:Benefits:No environment setup required. Programming skills are not required. Recommended for dynamically changing requirements. Allow the human observational power to detect more errors. The cost of short-term projects is
lower. FlexibilityDisadvantages: Difficult to perform complex calculations. Reusabilitytime at high risk of human error or error. More human resources are needed. Q #32) Can we perform automation tests without a framework? If so, why do we need a framework? Answer: Yes, we can run automation tests without using a
framework. We can simply understand the tool we use for automation and program the steps in the programming language that support tools. If we automate test cases without a framework, there is no consistency in the code scripts for test cases. Framework is required to provide a set of guidelines that everyone must
follow to maintain readability, reusability, and consistency in the test scripts. A framework also provides a common foundation for reporting and logging functionality. Q #33) How do you automate basic login function test cases for an application? Answer: Assuming that: Automation tool and frame is already in place of the
test environment. To test basic login functionality:Understand the project request: The login functionality has a user name text box, password text box, and login button. Identify test scenarios: For logon functionality, the possible test scenarios are:Blank user name and passwordInvalid user name and passwordA valid
user name and invalid password-valid user name and passwordPreparation of a data entry file with the data corresponding to each scenario. Start the tool from the program. Identify the user name field, password field, and login button. For each test scenario, retrieve the data from the data file and enter the appropriate
fields. Program click on the login button after you have entered the data. Check the error message for negative scenarios and the success message for positive scenarios in the test script using assertions. Run the test suite and generate the report. Q #34) Is automation testing a black box test or white box testing?
Answer: Automation testing is usually a black box test because we only program the steps that a manual tester performs for the application being tested without knowing the application's low-level design or code. Sometimes automated test scripts require access to the database details used in the application being
tested, or some other encoding details, and can therefore be a kind of white box test. Therefore, automated testing can be both black and white box tests, depending on the scenarios in which automation is performed. Q #35) How many test cases have you automated per day? Answer: Well, the number depends on the
complexity of the test cases. When the complexity was limited, I was able to automate 5 to 6 test cases per day. Sometimes I could only automate one test case for complex scenarios. I have also divided my test cases into different components, take inputs, make the calculation, check the output etc. in case of very
complex scenarios and have taken 2 or more days. Q #36) What factors determine the effectiveness of automation tests? Answer: Some of the factors that determine the effectiveness of automation tests are:saving time by running scripts through manual execution of test cases. Error foundTest coverage or code
coverageMaintenance time or development timeStability of the scriptsTest reusabilityQuality of the software under testQ #37) Which test cases can be automated? Answer: Types of test cases that can be automated are: (i) Smoke Test Cases: Smoke Tests are also known as build verification tests. Smoke test cases are
used every when a new build is released to check the state of the build for acceptance to run tests. (ii) Regression Test Cases: Regression tests are the tests to ensure that previously developed modules work as expected after a new module is added or an error is fixed. Regression test cases are very important in the
incremental software approach, where a new functionality functionality Incremental phase. In this case, regression tests are performed at each incremental stage. (iii) Complex calculation test cases: Test cases involving some complex calculations to validate a field for an application fall into this category. Complex
calculation results are more susceptible to human error, so when automated, they provide accurate results. (iv) Data-driven test cases: Test cases that have the same set of steps and are performed multiple times with the data change are referred to as data-driven test cases. Automated testing for these types of test
cases is fast and cost-effective. (v) Non-functional test cases: Test cases such as load tests and performance tests require a simulated environment with multiple users and multiple hardware or software combinations. You cannot manually set up multiple environments for any combination or number of users. Automated
tools can easily create this environment to make non-functional tests easy. Q #38) What are the phases in the life cycle of automation tests? Answer: The phases in the life cycle of automation tests include:The decision to perform automation tests. Identify and learn more about the automation tool. Determine the scope
of the automation tests. Design and develop a test suite. Test executionMaintenance of test scripts. Q #39) What is an automated test script? Answer: An automated test script is a short program written in a programming language to execute a set of instructions for an application to be tested to verify that the application
meets the requirements. This program returns the test results as passed during execution or does not depend on whether the application meets expectations. ConclusionThe most important questions that are independent of the automation tool or the programming language. Automation test interviews also include tool-
and programming language-specific questions, depending on the tool you've worked with. Most questions about test automation interviews focus on the framework you're developing, so it's recommended that you thoroughly create and understand the test framework. When I interview and the candidate has answered my
question about the framework, I also prefer to ask a language-specific question (in my case Kernjava). The questions begin with the basics of Java to write the logic of a basic scenario, such as:How would you extract a set of text from a particular line? How would you extract the URL? How would you dynamically change
the number of links and their content on each web page, in each frame? How do you handle images and Flash objects? How to find a word in a line? The answers to all these are very specific to the tool/language you use for automation. So before you go to the interview, brush up your programming skills. If you don't
have a chance to create your framework and someone else has created it, then take some time to thoroughly understand it before you sit for the interview. Some Tips for Automation Tests Automation Tests would be: Know your tool thoroughly. Learn about the locator techniques used by your tool. Practice programming
with the language you use for automation testing. Learn your framework and its components. It is always beneficial if you have been involved in the development of your framework. So be careful with the modules in the framework you worked on. Hope these questions would be useful for you to prepare for a test
automation interview. Interview.
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